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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Older consumers have been increasing their debt loads at a time of life when debt is especially burdensome and fraught with peril. This report examines the extent and consequences of credit card borrowing by elders. A second, related report to be released in August 2006, focuses on the types of programs and resources available to help older consumers with credit card problems.

Credit Card Debt and Older Consumers

Older consumers generally hold less credit card debt than younger consumers. What is new is that elders are catching up. The average credit card debt for Americans between 65 and 69 years old rose a staggering 217% between 1992 and 2001, to $5,844. Not surprisingly, given these and other trends, elders are filing bankruptcy in record numbers.

Consequences of Rising Debt Loads

It is not just that elders have more debt than before, but that many are buried in unaffordable debt. The danger is that older consumers that get into trouble will lose their security in order to service their debt.

Stories in this report from interviews with older consumers nationwide demonstrate how profoundly credit card debt affects older individuals.

Causes of Increased Credit Card Debt

Many older consumers are using credit cards as a plastic safety net, to make essential purchases that they cannot otherwise afford. Others make discretionary purchases at a time when they can afford those purchases or at least afford the minimum payments. Few households borrow money without intending to repay it. These plans, however, easily change, often due to unexpected, adverse events. This is particularly true for older consumers with diminished incomes after retirement or those who unexpectedly lose income due to disability or death in their households.

There is little margin for error with older populations. Those who lose income over time or who slip in and out of poverty have fewer working years, if any, to replace resources and save. A lack of financial knowledge exacerbates these problems. Researchers have found widespread financial illiteracy among older Americans.

This report documents key factors that explain the use of credit cards as a plastic safety net, including:

- **Shrinking Income**: The largest share of older Americans live on low incomes that stagnated or declined during most of the 90's, while their basic costs increased.

- **Higher expenses**: These include higher housing costs, rising out of pocket medical costs, increased energy and utility costs, and rising property taxes.

- **Creditor practices** that push consumers to borrow beyond their means.
Creditor Practices Push Consumers to Borrow Beyond Their Means

Credit cards provide a great convenience for many older consumers. The danger comes from the borrowing features of credit cards, the exorbitant costs of borrowing, and the downward spiral that hits consumers once they get into trouble.

Specific practices that harm consumers are summarized and discussed in this report, including:

- High Cost Credit
- Aggressive Solicitation and Lack of Real Underwriting
- Punitive Fees
- Penalty Rates and Universal Default
- Deceptive Marketing
- Changes to Credit Limits
- Debt Collection Abuses
- Use of Mandatory Arbitration Clauses
- Tiny Monthly Minimum Payments, and

The report contains detailed policy recommendations to stem credit card debt, not necessarily credit card use, among older consumers. The report calls for reinstating substantive limits on the terms of credit and the cost of credit, including the interest rate and all fees and charges.

Specific Recommendations include:

- Promoting debit card use, but only if debit card users are afforded the same protections as credit card users.
- Prohibiting the most dangerous credit card terms and practices, and
- Improving disclosures.
INTRODUCTION

Older Americans have been increasing their debt loads at a time of life when debt is especially burdensome and fraught with peril. Many older homeowners borrow against the equity in their homes, often repeatedly, in an effort to stay afloat. In unprecedented numbers, many others are turning to the plastic safety net of credit cards.

The Depression-era generation has traditionally been more averse to debt than their younger counterparts. It is increasingly clear that elders are changing these behaviors, often out of necessity. The Depression-era generation is joined by aging baby boomers, who tend to be more liberal in the use of consumer credit than their parents.\(^1\) Many baby boomers who had children later in life end up paying for their childrens’ higher education and other expenses into their retirement years and beyond. Many are also becoming caretakers for older parents. Overall, both the “younger” and “older” segments of the elder population are going into debt, filing bankruptcy, and in many cases losing their homes in greater numbers than ever before.

The increase in credit card borrowing is tied to a host of other social and economic policies. For many retirees, social security and pension income are simply no longer sufficient to meet day-to-day needs. In rapidly increasing numbers, elders are using credit to pay for necessities like groceries, prescription drugs, and urgent house repairs. Others fall into traps set by credit card companies and do not always know that they are borrowing at an unaffordable pace. Even small setbacks, such as using a credit card for a supply of prescription drugs, can send these older consumers into a spiral of late fees and increased rates that is impossible to escape.

Credit cards are a great convenience for many older consumers. Contrary to popular conception, older consumers are increasingly shopping on-line and using credit cards. They are becoming at ease with a cashless society, receiving Social Security through electronic deposit and regularly using ATMs. For those who are able to use their cards only for convenience, the advantages often outweigh the costs. For those who borrow, severe trouble and financial distress is often just one or two missed payments away.

OUTLINE OF REPORT

This report examines the extent and consequences of credit card borrowing by older consumers. A second, related report will focus on the programs and resources available to help older consumers with credit card problems. Unless otherwise specified, older consumers are defined as individuals age 65 and above. In some cases, we use data that includes younger age groups, mainly those over 50.

The first section of this report reviews the extent of credit card borrowing among older consumers. This section is followed by a discussion of key causes. The research is derived mainly

from existing studies and data. We supplemented this information with interviews with older consumers and their advocates nation-wide. In-depth interviews were conducted with consumers living in New Hampshire, West Virginia, and New Mexico. We also interviewed advocates from legal services and senior support networks across the country as well as other experts in the field.

The second section focuses on credit card company practices and credit card terms which cause particular problems for consumers generally and for older consumers specifically. This section is followed by recommended policy fixes addressing the most abusive credit card practices as well as strategies to promote the use of credit cards and their related cousins, debit cards, for convenience without pushing consumers into dangerous and expensive borrowing.

CREDIT CARD DEBT AND OLDER CONSUMERS

Credit cards are everywhere. There are over 682 million general use credit cards in circulation or 2.3 credit cards for every man, woman, and child in the United States. The share of households with at least one credit card rose from 70% in 1989 to 76% in 2001. The Federal Reserve Board attributes this increase in cardholding to the expansion of credit to riskier households--those what would not have previously qualified for a card.

Between 1989 and 2001 credit card debt in America almost tripled from $238 billion to $692 billion. Worse, the savings rate steadily declined during this same time period and the number of personal bankruptcies filed climbed 125%. As of April 2006, the total revolving debt in the United States stood at just over $806 billion.

Older consumers generally hold less credit card debt than younger consumers. What is new is that older consumers are catching up. The average credit card debt for Americans between 65 and 69 years old rose a staggering 217 percent between 1992 and 2001, to $5,844. Average self-reported credit card debt among the 23% of all seniors holding such debt increased by 89 percent in constant dollars, to $4,041. During this same time period, among the 70 percent of all seniors over 65 with incomes under $50,000, about one in five families with credit card debt was in debt hardship. This is defined by the non-profit research group Demos as spending more than 40 percent of their income on debt payments including mortgage debt.

In a 2006 study, AARP found that close to half of U.S. adults age 40 or older see their current level of debt as a problem. About 12% see it as a major problem. About 30% of retirees in the survey described their debt as a problem. Only 7% of retirees said they did not have any debt.

Not surprisingly given these trends, older consumers are filing bankruptcy in record numbers. Although elders are still less likely than other age groups to declare bankruptcy, from 1992 to 2001, the

number of older consumers filing for bankruptcy tripled. In a 2006 study by the Institute for Financial Literacy, over 20% of consumers seeking mandatory pre-bankruptcy counseling were over 55.

CONSEQUENCES OF RISING DEBT LOADS

It is not just that elders have more debt than ever before, but that many are buried in unaffordable debt. The consequences can be devastating and include foreclosure, car repossession, collection lawsuits, and debt collection harassment. In addition, the more money elders devote to servicing their debt, the less there is available for savings and other resources to preserve income security and financial independence. The fewer private resources elders have available to pay for expenses as they get older, the more society has to pay or else allow its older citizens to suffer and do without basic necessities of life.

The Social Security program was established to ease the transition to retirement. It signaled our willingness as a society to take care of our elders. President Jimmy Carter described this obligation as a “…commitment as a society to the belief that workers should not live in dread that a disability, death, or old age could leave them or their families destitute.” President Ronald Reagan emphasized that Social Security is a monument to the “…spirit and compassion and commitment that unites us as a people.”

The danger is that older consumers that get into trouble will lose their security in order to service their debt. Over indebtedness threatens to undermine the key goals that consumers hold and continue to hold as they age. These are, according to an AARP survey, first and foremost to pay bills on time, followed by living at home as long as possible, being financially independent, and having enough to live well.

The emotional, psychological and health costs must also be considered. Researchers are just beginning to quantify and capture some of the health and emotional consequences of debt.

The relationship between fiscal and physical health requires additional study, particularly research focusing on vulnerable communities, such as older consumers.

In researching this report, we interviewed older consumers throughout the country. In-depth interviews were conducted with elders living in New Hampshire, West Virginia, and New Mexico. Below are just a few examples of the ways in which credit card debt is deeply impacting this country’s elders.

---

8Dr. Teresa A. Sullivan, Deborah Thorne and Elizabeth Warren, Young, Old, and in Between: Who Files for Bankruptcy?, NATIONAL BANKRUPTCY LAW ADVISOR, September 2001 Issue No. 9A, at 5.
HARD CHOICES

A 63 year old man in West Virginia, overwhelmed by life crises including two recent heart attacks, described how his credit card company told him to pay his minimum payments before paying his utility bills. Heeding this advice, the utilities in his trailer were shut off. He still owes arreages to the utility company.

His credit is now ruined and although the trailer he lives in is deteriorating, he is unable to get an affordable loan to purchase a new trailer. His fragile health is growing worse due to the time he spends on the phone with collectors and credit card companies, trying to figure out whether he can meet his obligations.

The Executive Director of West Virginia Senior Legal Aid in Morgantown, Cathy McConnell, described many of her clients’ economic sophistication as very low. When combined with a strong pay-what-you-owe ethic, she says that it makes them easy marks for credit card terms they do not understand even when the terms are abusive. “Seventy-five to 80 percent of our clients are women, and the generation in their late 60’s to early 90’s had really defined gender roles and zero financial skills,” she told NCLC, “Some have no idea even what their income is until their husbands die. These are really proud people, so many of them won’t tell you they can’t even read. Then they get all these bills in the mail, and their instinct is to pay them and not prioritize or plan the rest of the month.” She then described what happens when they realize they cannot catch up: “For them, it’s a shocking moment. I’ve had women cry – some of them still think there are debtors’ prisons.”

Through our interviews, we heard repeated stories of debt collection abuses, including credit card collectors calling neighbors and even a son at work. Many consumers got behind to try to pay medical expenses, including one consumer who used her credit card to purchase a hearing aid that cost much more than she originally thought. “If I had to do it again”, she said, “I’d go without my hearing aid, and not even take a credit card.”

TOO SICK TO WORK

One woman, now 61 and retired due to disability, worked for 19 years after her children were no longer young, usually two jobs at a time, as a waitress, laundress, at the local Dairy Queen and as an inspector at a nearby factory, until her emotional woes and several physical ailments overtook her.

Getting behind on her credit cards mainly due to medical expenses, she tried to get her creditors to accept payments of $50/month, but they would take no less than $150. She says the balance had been about $2,100 when she stopped using the card, “and I'm not sure how it went from there to $3,500.” She says she made payments of between $68 and $120 a month on the card for three or four years before she could no longer afford to on her $620 monthly disability check.

These stories demonstrate how profoundly credit card debt affects older individuals, but the consequences go much deeper. Numerous researchers have highlighted the connection between the increase in credit card debt and increases in bankruptcy filings. Another consequence commonly noted is the loss to the economy of the diminished productivity of people in financial distress.

---

11 For an excellent summary of these studies and an analysis tracking the link between credit card debt and bankruptcy, see RONALD J. MANN, “CREDIT CARDS, CONSUMER CREDIT & BANKRUPTCY”, THE UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS SCHOOL OF LAW,
Other researchers have described how overwhelming credit card debt and even just the fear of credit card burdens is driving many consumers to hand their equity back to mortgage lenders in the form of “cash out” refinances.\(^\text{12}\) Between 2002 and 2004, Americans withdrew $2 trillion of the equity in their homes. Cash-out refinances represented 47% of all prime mortgage refinances and 83% of subprime mortgage refinances in 2004.\(^\text{13}\) According to a 2005 report by the Center for Responsible Lending, outstanding credit card debt serves as a convenient hook for lenders to promote cash-out refinances to debt-loaded homeowners. For many, this refinancing does not live up to its promise. Many do not realize how much equity they will lose, the total costs of that loss, or that they are putting their home in jeopardy in order to temporarily repay unsecured credit card debt. This is especially devastating for elders, a population that is more likely to own a home than younger consumers and more likely to rely on home equity as their only asset.

**CAUSES OF INCREASED DEBT**

The interviews and surveys conducted for this report caution against a simple analysis of the causes of increased borrowing and debt loads among older consumers. It is clear that many consumers use credit cards as a plastic safety net, to make essential purchases that they cannot otherwise afford. In a recent national survey of indebted low and middle income households, seven out of ten households of all ages reported using their credit cards as a safety net, relying on cards to pay for car repairs, basic living expenses, medical expenses or house repairs.\(^\text{14}\)

Less clear, but most likely a contributing factor, are older consumers borrowing from credit cards to make discretionary purchases at a time when they can afford those purchases or at least afford the minimum payments on their cards. Most of these consumers expect to pay back what they owe. The Federal Reserve Board acknowledges that very few households borrow money without intending to repay it.\(^\text{15}\) These plans, however, can easily change, often due to unexpected, adverse events. This is particularly true for older consumers with diminished incomes after retirement or those who unexpectedly lose income due to disability or death in their households. Although some of the consumers we interviewed had a sense of the cost of borrowing, none had any real comprehension of the disastrous costs and penalties that hit them when they got into trouble.

A lack of financial knowledge exacerbates the problem for many. Researchers in general have found widespread financial illiteracy among older Americans. Women, minorities and those without college degrees were particularly at risk.\(^\text{16}\) Yet even the most educated consumers will not necessarily understand intricate, complex credit card lender practices which heavily penalize users who fall into trouble.

---


13 Id. at 1.


All consumers, including elders, find themselves forced to navigate an increasingly complex marketplace. According to AARP, consumer decision-making is difficult for several reasons, including:

- **Consumers have less time and more decisions.** In addition, special circumstances such as disabilities, poverty, discrimination, living alone, and language barriers often disproportionately affect the older population and their role as consumers and money managers.

- **The increasing complexity of products and services,** and

- **Low levels of financial literacy.**  

Most important, there is little margin for error with older populations. Those who lose income over time or who slip in and out of poverty have fewer working years, if any, to replace resources and save for retirement.

The consumers we interviewed used credit cards for small business expenses, basic necessities, medical needs, and in some cases discretionary purchases, including gifts. What stands out is the precariousness of this spending and borrowing. Most were able to muddle through, although often by paying just the minimum payments, until a triggering event upset this delicate balance. In some cases, the trigger was retirement and lack of sufficient savings. In other cases, a health crisis, failed business, or death of a partner caused the distress. The common theme was that once the trouble began, the creditors hit the consumers with late fees and increased rates and were generally unwilling to offer relief to those who asked. Some consumers sacrificed and kept paying. In most cases, they paid amounts in excess of what they originally borrowed, but due to fees and other costs, their balances barely diminished, if at all. This is the credit card trap. It is not only difficult for elders to get out of this trap, it is also difficult to find a helping hand once trouble begins.

**The Plastic Safety Net**

**Shrinking Income**

Despite high home ownership rates and a generational ethos of thrift, a study by the non-partisan public policy group Demos found that the largest share of older Americans “live on low incomes that stagnated or declined during most of the 90’s, while their basic costs increased.” "Critically,” Demos reports, “their most important bulwark against debt—savings and assets—also diminished.”  

Although many elder-headed households are able to save for retirement and live well as they age, median income on average is much lower for households headed by persons over 65. In 2004, median income for elder households was $24,509 compared to $50,923 for households headed by persons under 65.

As a group, fewer older Americans live in poverty than individuals in other age cohorts. Social Security is often credited for reducing these rates over the years. However, leaving aside Social Security...

---


Security income, nearly one of every two people over 65 (46.8%) has income below the poverty line.\textsuperscript{20} Elder reliance on Social Security is troubling given the likely reductions in Social Security over time and the decline in other retirement income, such as private pensions. Financial insecurity is especially acute among senior women. Compared to older men, older women are more likely to be single and live alone, more likely to face poverty and less likely to engage in full-time year-round work prior to retirement.\textsuperscript{21} With women’s earnings reaching only two-thirds of men’s among full-time year-round workers, women are more likely to receive lower median annual Social Security benefits than men, although Social Security is the most common source of income for both genders in retirement. Women are also less likely to receive pension benefits and those women who are entitled to them receive only half the amount received by men.\textsuperscript{22}

Higher expenses

Increased expenses among elders are due to a variety of factors including higher housing costs, health care, energy, property taxes, and transportation. Further, the positive trend toward greater life expectancies lead to more years of expenses as well as greater likelihood of long-term care and other health care costs. Increased life expectancy is also producing a whole new set of financial concerns for seniors. More seniors are taking care of their own aged parents, paying mortgages later in life, having children later, and thus paying for higher education later.

The key contributors to increased expenses for elders are discussed below.

Housing Costs

A 2005 study examining consumption patterns after retirement found that older adults, whether renters or homeowners, devote a larger share of their expenditures and income to housing than any other category of goods and services, including health care.\textsuperscript{23} Utilities represented the largest housing spending category followed by property taxes, mortgage payments and housing maintenance, insurance, and rent.

\begin{footnotesize}
\textsuperscript{21} Id.
\end{footnotesize}
Elders of all income levels are more likely to be homeowners than younger people. As displayed in Chart 1, in 2003, the average homeownership rate for all Americans was about 68.3%. The rate for all elder-headed households, in contrast, was 80.2%. The disproportionately high level of homeownership among elders persists for the lowest income households as well. In 2003, the homeownership rate for elders living below the federal poverty line was 65.6%, compared to 43.4% for all Americans below poverty.

A major reason for rising housing costs is that elders are increasingly likely to hold mortgages later in life. Mortgage debt owed by older Americans nearly quadrupled between 1989 and 2001, even after accounting for inflation. In 2001 home mortgage debt accounted for 70 per cent of the total debt of homeowners aged 65 and older – up nearly 20 percentage points since 1989.

A 2005 study found that each succeeding generation appears to be carrying more mortgage debt into their older years. For example, only 41 per cent of owner households with heads aged 55 to 64 had paid off their mortgages in 2001, compared with 54 per cent of their same-age counterparts in

---

25 Id.
At the same time, one in four (26.4%) of owner households with heads aged 65 or older had not yet retired their mortgage – nearly six percentage points higher than in 1989. Even more striking is the level of debt these older homeowners carry into their retirement years. After adjusting for inflation, the median mortgage debt of those older homeowners more than tripled from 1989 to 2001, to $44,000, while the mortgage debt of slightly younger mortgage borrowers (aged 55 to 64) nearly doubled. In contrast, mortgage debt for homeowners of all ages rose during this period, but at a significantly slower pace than for older homeowners.

Rising Out-of-Pocket Medical Costs

Health care spending in general has increased by about 14% in recent years. Medical bills account for a rising proportion of elder consumer debt, even for people with health insurance. AARP found that 19% of respondents in a survey of Americans 50 and older reported paying for health-related costs with savings that were supposed to be for other non-medical items, and 7% reported that their medical bills have caused them to cut back on basic necessities like food or housing.

Older consumers averaged just over $3,500 in out of pocket health care expenses in 2002, an increase of 45% since 1992. While nearly all persons 65 and older receive Medicare, Medicare recipients and other insured seniors are not insulated from medical debt problems. In the 2005 AARP survey, 24% of those with Medicare and 13% of those with other coverage reported financial problems from medical bills. Equally alarming is the growing number of seniors with no health insurance or inadequate health insurance. As of 2004, about 6.6 million individuals aged 50-64 were uninsured.

An AARP Survey found that one-third of respondents who reported that their debt increased also reported having financial problems with medical bills. Overall, out-of-pocket medical spending accounts for 22% of seniors’ incomes on average, with low-income seniors spending even more.

In a survey of low and middle income households of all ages, 29% cited an illness or necessary medical expenses as contributing to their current level of credit card debt. Medical debt may also be a key factor explaining the high rates of predatory loans among seniors.

A recent study of consumers of all ages investigating the link between medical expenses and bankruptcy filings found that over 25 percent of debtors surveyed cited illness or injury as a specific reason for filing for bankruptcy with about the same number of filers reporting uncovered medical

---

29 Id. at 4.
34 Id. at 4.
bills of $1000 and higher.\textsuperscript{39} A 2006 study of consumers seeking counseling prior to bankruptcy found that about 30\% cited illness or injury as a cause of financial distress.\textsuperscript{40}

**Energy and Utility Costs**

According to AARP, older Americans devote a higher percentage of total spending to residential energy costs than younger consumers. One of every four low-income older households spends 19\% or more of its entire income on home energy bills. At a hearing before the United States Senate, a representative of AARP testified that 12\% of elders said they have been forced to limit or do without food to pay higher energy bills, 11\% have reduced or done without medical services, and 10\% have gone without their prescription drugs.\textsuperscript{41}

### CHART 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LIVING ON THE EDGE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>MEDICAL &amp; HEALTH CARE COSTS:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19% of Americans 50 and older reported paying for health-related costs with savings that were supposed to be for non-medical items</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7% of Americans 50 and older reported that medical bills have caused them to cut back on basic necessities like food or housing</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| **IN AN AARP SURVEY OF OLDER AMERICANS OF EFFECTS OF INCREASED ENERGY COSTS:** |
| 12\% reported limiting or doing without food to pay increased energy costs |
| 11\% reported reducing or doing without medical services to pay increased energy costs |
| 10\% reported limiting or doing without prescription drugs to pay increased energy costs |

| **HOUSING COSTS:** |
| Older adults devote a larger share of expenditures to housing than any other category of goods & services |
| Mortgage debt owed by older Americans nearly quadrupled between 1989 & 2001, even after accounting for inflation. |

Sources:
- AARP, The State of 50+ America (2005)
- Nelda Barnett, AARP, Testimony Before the U.S. Senate Special Committee on Aging, The Impact of Energy Prices on Older Americans (June 15, 2005)
- Barbara A. Butrica, Joshua H. Goldwyn and Richard W. Johnson, Center for Retirement Research at Boston College, Understanding Expenditure Patterns in Retirement (January 2005).


\textsuperscript{41} The Impact of Energy Prices on Older Americans, Testimony Before the U.S. Senate Special Committee on Aging (June 15, 2005) (Statement of Nelda Barnett, AARP).
Property Taxes

Housing prices in the United States increased 28.87% between 1995 and 2000 and 52.6% between 2000 and 2005. Not surprisingly, as housing prices surged so did homeowners’ property tax bills. Property tax increases are especially difficult to bear for low-income homeowners – those already most burdened by property taxes – because their incomes have not kept pace with the sharp increase in the value of their homes. On the contrary, in some areas property taxes have risen at two or three times the rate of inflation.

Every state has enacted special property tax abatement schemes or exemptions that relieve at least some taxpayers of a portion of their property tax liability by virtue of age, disability, income level, or personal status. All states have approved tax relief for elderly homeowners as well. However, many of those eligible are unaware of the benefits offered by these programs, and budget shortfalls on the local level cause local governments to pare down the relief.

Creditor Practices

The Push to Borrow

The seniors' strong ethic of paying what they owe is precisely what the [credit card] companies exploit; how deeply inhumane.”—Cathy McConnell, Executive Director West Virginia Senior Legal Aid

Credit card company practices may be inhumane, but they are profitable. Card issuer profits, though declining somewhat from 1995 to 1998, steadily increased between 1999 and 2004. These profits rose from 3.1% in 1999 to 4.5% in 2004. Researchers have shown that these profits remain, and often grow, even when delinquencies are high.

Credit cards provide a great convenience for many consumers, including elders who increasingly use credit cards to pay for a range of products and services. The danger comes from the borrowing features of credit cards, the exorbitant costs of borrowing, and the downward spiral that hits consumers once they get into trouble.

The convenience of credit cards is part of the problem. Consumers get cards at a point in time when they may not be thinking about borrowing. Cards are issued and priced based on the consumer’s financial circumstances at that time. Borrowing, however, takes place later when consumers may be in much worse shape financially. They are usually allowed to borrow and it is very convenient to do so, but the costs are high.  

42 Freddie Mac, Conventional Mortgage Home Price Index, Q3 2000 and 2005 releases (reporting the annualized 5-year change).
Consumers appear to assume that they will not borrow on their cards or that they will not get in over their heads if they borrow. Creditors exploit these biases. Professor Oren Bar-Gill refers to consumers’ underestimation of their future borrowing as the central failure in the credit card market. 47

Credit card spending leads very easily into borrowing. The borrowing that takes place is so easy, according to Professor Ronald Mann, “…that borrowers fail to appreciate the risks they would see if they borrowed the money in more traditional way.” 48 Researchers have described the phenomenon of consumers sliding into debt, almost imperceptibly. They describe consumers who would never dream of seeking a $5000 loan running up $5000 in charges of $50 at a time. 49 Once they start to borrow, many credit card companies push them to borrow more, often to the breaking point and beyond.

This is especially felt by older consumers, most of whom want to pay back their debts. Many of those we interviewed in fact made monthly payments that far exceed the amounts borrowed. These types of scenarios came up repeatedly in our interviews with older consumers and their advocates.

For example, Deborah, age 80, was paying hundreds a month to keep all her cards current right into early 2005 and not telling anyone of her predicament. Her daughter, who has been helping Deborah untangle her mess, showed us an October 2001 statement from Bank of America, whose 29.99% interest card had the largest balance. Four years and many thousands in payments later, the balance on that card had actually gone up a bit. Deborah had been paying for years, without adding any new charges, and still ended up further behind.

Deborah, a New Hampshire resident, has a business degree. Thirty-three of her working years were spent in just two jobs. But none of that allowed her to see this deep crater of credit card trouble coming. Her biggest mistake appears to be that she simply did not foresee how quickly her card payments would overwhelm her income once she finally retired at age 75.

Creditors push consumers into borrowing because creditors derive profits mainly from consumers that use their cards to borrow (“revolvers”), not from convenience users who pay off their cards. The revolvers essentially subsidize the convenience users. This works well if you are able to avoid borrowing, but many people are unable to do that. As discussed above, shrinking income and increased expenses lead to shortfalls that many consumers attempt to make up by using credit cards. Further, credit card companies aggressively sell the borrowing features of the cards and push convenience users into borrowing. Companies do this by allowing consumers to charge beyond credit limits or take cash advances at high rates or even by encouraging more spending to get rewards. All of this is done with little attention to whether the consumer can actually afford to borrow at these rates.

Financially secure customers generate no interest income, no late or overlimit fees, nothing except annual fees and interchange revenues. The latter fees make up about 20% of credit card revenues. 50 Sustained profitability begins when consumers stop paying the full balance each month.

This strategy succeeds because the companies charge so much and push so hard once the consumer gets behind and because consumers have so few choices once they get in trouble.

In order to subsidize convenience users and make money, creditors charge fees to revolvers that are often far beyond the original amount borrowed. For example:

In May 1997, Ruth Owens stopped using her credit card, made no further purchases or cash advances, and tried to pay off her debt to Discover Bank. At that time, she owed $1,963. Over the next six years, Ms. Owens made $3,492 in payments to Discover Bank. One might assume this was enough to pay off her debt. After all, if Ms. Owens had made the same payments on a $2,000 loan with interest at 21% annual percentage rate (the usury limit in many states), her debt would be paid off.

From May 1997 until her account was sent for collection in May 2003, not one penny of Ms. Owens’ $3,492 in payments went to reduce her debt. During this time, Discover Bank charged Ms. Owens various fees that consumed all of her payments and caused her debt to grow even larger. The following fees and interest were charged to Ms. Owens’ account:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fees and Interest</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Over-limit Fees</td>
<td>$1,518.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Late Fees</td>
<td>$1,160.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Credit Insurance (CreditSafe)</td>
<td>$369.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interest and Other Fees</td>
<td>$6,008.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>$9,056.28</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Despite having received substantial payments for six years from Ms. Owens (all that she could really afford), Discover Bank claimed that she still owed $5,564 when it filed a collection lawsuit against her in an Ohio court. In other words, after having paid $3,492 on a $1,963 debt, Ms. Owens’ balance grew to $5,564.

In this case, Ms. Owens would have been far better off if she simply stopped paying Discover Bank years earlier and had them sue her in state court. If Discover Bank had obtained a court judgment for $2,000, all of the card fees and high-rate interest would have stopped and Discover would have then been entitled to 10% or less interest per year under Ohio law. Rather than have her debt increase, Ms. Owens’ payments would have paid off the debt in full in approximately 4 years.

When Discover Card sued Ms. Owens in state court, she submitted the following handwritten statement to the court:

I would like to inform you that I have no money to make payments. I am on Social Security Disability. After paying my monthly utilities, there is no money left except little food money and sometimes it isn't enough. If my situation was different I would pay. I just don't have it. I'm sorry.

Like many card customers, Ms. Owens was being charged for one of the numerous insurance-like products sold by card companies. Often, these products are sold through high-pressure telemarketing sales. In this case, Ms. Owens was charged approximately $10 per month for a Discover card product called CreditSafe Plus, which apparently provided for a suspension of payments and finance charges if Ms. Owens became unemployed, hospitalized, or disabled. Since Ms. Owens was already on Social Security Disability and unemployed, the CreditSafe product presumably would apply only if she became hospitalized. Ms. Owens was no doubt paying for a product that would likely never benefit her.
The Ohio judge assigned to the collection case rightly found that Ms. Owens was not a deadbeat. He stated that her “instincts were always that she wanted to plug away at meeting her financial obligations. While clearly placing her on the moral high road, that same highway unfortunately was her road to financial ruin. How is it that the person who wants to do right ends up so worse off? It is plain to the court that the creditor also bears some responsibility.”

In barring Discover Card from collecting any more money from Ms. Owens, the Ohio judge stated: “This court is all too aware of the widespread financial exploitation of the urban poor by overbearing credit-card companies. [Ms. Owens] has clearly been the victim of plaintiff’s unreasonable, unconscionable and unjust business practices.”

Card companies make huge profits off customers like Ms. Owens. Rather than work with these consumers to reduce their debt by curbing the excess fees and interest, card companies prefer to get as much out of consumers for as long as possible until they eventually stop paying or file bankruptcy.

Professor Mann describes this profit-making scenario by comparing the credit card lender’s cost of funds with the charges. In one scenario, a consumer starts with a balance of $2,000 and makes no new purchases and the lender’s cost of funds is 3%. The lender charges interest of 18%/month for the first three months, 24% for the next three and 30% thereafter. The consumer makes minimum payments and pays late or over-limit charges every month starting with the seventh month of minimum payments. In this scenario, after 25 months, the consumer still has a balance of $1270 (more than half the original loan). Based on the cost of funds to the lender, the loan has been repaid at the 25 month point with $6 to spare. Even if the consumer makes a $100 purchase every three months, the loan would be repaid in 34 months with $26 to spare, but the balance would still be over $2,000.

These scenarios challenge the theory that creditors must set rates high as a response to high default rates. If the main concern is that consumers might default, creditors would consider shutting off or limiting the supply of credit to risky consumers rather than beating them up with fees and costs. The creditors act as if they know that high-risk consumers will be forced to stop paying or declare bankruptcy, but they will squeeze them as hard as they can for as long as they can.

In addition, there is very little competition based on the terms that should be most important to consumers. Instead of competing to bring down interest rates and eliminate fees, competition revolves mainly around short-term benefits, such as annual fees, teaser rates, and benefits programs. There have been a few attempts to compete on terms of concern to consumers, such as late fees. For example, major lenders have promoted cards without late fees, but they still reserve the right to impose penalty rates for late payments.

For most consumers, the long-term costs of credit cards outweigh short-term benefits such as teaser rates and mileage programs. Card issuers have acknowledged that consumers’ insensitivity to long-term costs of credit card pricing drives their business strategy. Survey evidence also suggests
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that more than a third of all consumers consider an attractive introductory rate to be the prime selection criterion in credit card choice.55

More effective consumer education would likely help consumers make better choices. The second report in this series will review the types of financial literacy programs that can be successful, especially if targeted for older consumers. Financial literacy is also important for younger consumers as they will become tomorrow’s retirees.

Financial education, however, is far from a panacea. Even well-educated consumers have difficulties predicting future financial trouble and understanding the types of penalties credit card lenders will impose if they do get into trouble.

Below is a summary of the practices that are most detrimental to consumers.

Specific Practices That Harm Consumers

1. High Cost Credit

Credit card deregulation, and the corresponding spiraling of credit card debt for Americans, began in 1978, with the Supreme Court’s decision in Marquette National Bank of Minneapolis. The Marquette decision allows banks to charge out-of-state consumers the interest rate permitted in their home states.56 As a result, national banks established their headquarters in states such as Delaware and South Dakota that eliminated or raised their usury limits, giving them free rein to charge whatever interest rate they wanted.

2. Aggressive Solicitation and Lack of Real Underwriting

Many card issuers make offers of credit based solely on the consumer’s credit score. Credit scores measure the propensity to repay and the ratio of revolving credit used, but they don’t measure whether the consumer’s income is adequate to repay a new debt or include a debt-to-income ratio that would show if the consumer is already overextended.

As a result card issuers often grant new credit cards to consumers who are already overextended. Federal regulators have issued guidance urging card issuers to consider repayment capacity when granting new credit, but this guidance is not mandatory or enforceable by injured consumers.57

As evidenced with a number of consumers we interviewed, it is especially common to offer credit, often high rate credit, after a consumer has discharged debts in bankruptcy. For example, an elderly couple in New Mexico had gone bankrupt fairly recently, in 1999, with one of their debts a Capital One card on which they’d owed $2,700. But the husband says that within three weeks of that bankruptcy being resolved “we had a new Capital One card with a $3,200 limit.”

Even though the couple has been bankrupt, and even though they have been forced to walk away from debt on nine additional cards, and even though their Social Security pays them just over $19,000 a year, they have been pre-approved for “a platinum card membership from a Dallas company, with a $10,000 credit line. Learning from their past problems, they passed on this offer.

3. Punitive Fees

A significant contributor to snowballing credit card debt is the enormous increase in both the number and amount of non-periodic interest fees charged by card issuers. These punitive fees include cash advance, balance transfer, wire transfer fees, late and over-limit fees.

Credit card issuers have made these fees higher in amount, they impose them more quickly, and assess them more often. Banks now impose these fees not as a way to curb undesirable behavior from consumers – which used to be the primary justification for imposing high penalties – but as a significant source of revenue for the bank.

In Smiley v. Citibank (South Dakota), N.A., the court approved a definition of interest that included a number of credit card charges, such as late payment, over-limit, cash advance, returned check, annual, and membership fees. As a result, national banks and other depositories can charge fees in any amount to their customers as long as their home state laws permit the fees and so long as the fees are “interest” under the Smiley definition (which makes the fees “exportable”).

Uncapping the amount of fees that credit card banks can charge nationwide has resulted in the rapid growth of and reliance on fee income by credit card issuers as well as a proliferation of the types of fees imposed. The average late payment fee has soared from $14 in 1996 to over $32 in 2004. Average over-limit fees have similarly jumped from $14 in 1996 to over $30 in 2004. Penalty fee revenue has increased nearly nine-fold from $1.7 billion in 1996 to $14.8 billion in 2004. The income from just three fees – penalty fees, cash advance fees, and annual fees – reached $24.4 billion in 2004. Fee income topped $30 billion if balance transfer fees, foreign exchange, and other fees are added to this total.

Below are just a few examples of how punitive fees affect older consumers, followed by sample credit card statements:
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A TIDAL WAVE OF EXTRA CHARGES

With 8 kids, 13 grandkids and 10 great-grandkids, Elaine had a lot of gifts to buy and she really enjoyed buying them. She didn’t mind working to pay for those gifts, either. She was going strong at age 71, working as a cleaning lady in the Manchester, New Hampshire, City Hall and sewing wedding gowns at home on the side. There was enough money to keep current on 10 credit accounts, each with small balances that she mostly used for gift buying. Eight of those accounts were credit cards.

“I had no plans to retire,” she says, “I’d been working since I was 12 years old.”

Then she had a stroke.

Two years later that illness leaves no obvious effects, but Elaine tires more easily now and it did end her 59-year working career. Simultaneously, it launched her on an all-too-familiar credit card trap even though the total owed on all 10 credit accounts was little more than $8,000.

The big culprit in Elaine’s case was a tidal wave of extra charges once she fell behind on her payments.

The amount owed is going up fast now even though there are no new charges on most of these, and it’s easy to see why. One typical credit card tacks on a $30 late fee, a $30 over-limit fee and a $3.50 account maintenance fee every month. The annual interest rate on that card, issued by Orchard Bank, is 27.74%.

The average interest rate on seven cards was over 26%, with none lower than 22.5%.

A Chase card carrying a 28.99% interest rate adds a late fee of $39, an over-limit fee of $35 and a finance charge of $20.93 on a recent bill. That’s $94.93 in new debt on that one card in a single month, even with no new purchases added.

Elaine glances at a Capital One card statement for November 2005, listing $66.96 in new penalty charges plus a “monthly member fee” of $4 to go with its 27.74% interest rate. A Sears card statement shows a 29.15% rate. Penalty charges on all her accounts are tacking on hundreds a month in new debt.

Elaine says she managed to pay off two of her cards in full but was paying $400 a month in minimum payments to keep the others going. She was on the verge of getting ahead on another card’s balance when a $69 annual fee put her back behind. On a fourth card a $59 annual fee put her over her credit limit, triggering additional penalty charges.

In any event, payments of $400 a month that weren’t denting her balances clearly weren’t going to be sustainable on her $735 monthly Social Security check, her only income after the stroke. She has only $70 in assets, and she’s paying $200 a month to live with her kids.

Asked if she’d do anything differently if she could start all over again with her cards, Elaine says: “I’d tell them that when I took your card I was aware of what I was doing, but they’ve gotta let people have a little slack when they run into trouble.”

***

DEBT WOES DON’T STOP CREDIT FLOW

Alvah was 79 when he lost his part-time security guard job in the Albuquerque mobile home park where he lives. He’d been taking in $600 a month for the work, enough to keep up with payments on the nine credit cards he and his wife Doris had.

Doris has been sick quite a bit – Alvah rattles off a list of four significant illnesses she’s still battling – and he says the cards had been used mostly for her prescriptions, doctors’ appointments and emergency room visits. “It wasn’t a lot of frivolous stuff,” he says. Alvah’s security guard paycheck went exclusively to paying off the cards. He and Doris’ $1,600 in monthly Social Security was covering the rest of their living expenses, including the mortgage they’re still paying on their 27-year-old mobile home.

The nine cards – six from Capital One, according to Alvah -- had about $15,000 total in charges on them when the guard job ended in November 2004. Alvah says he immediately sent all nine lenders a letter saying he couldn’t pay “and that made no difference at all to them.”

With non-payment, their card interest rates were skyrocketing – Alvah says one card’s rate jumped from 14% to 25% in a single month, while most of the others added significant rate hikes within two months. All that was topped by monthly late payment fees of $35 per card.

So by January 2006 that $15,000 debt, without any new charges added, had ballooned to $30,000. The card issuers, and then their collection agencies, had been calling for about a year even though Alvah had cut up all the cards and sent them back shortly after getting into trouble.
**Account Summary**

Previous Balance: $3,979.27
Payments, Credits and Adjustments: $0.00
Transactions: $125.00
Finance Charges: $91.34

**New Balance**

New Balance: $4,192.61
Minimum Amount Due: $590.03
Payment Due Date: March 28, 2005

**Total Credit Line**

Total Credit Line: $3,750
Total Available Credit: $0.60
Credit Line for Cash: $1,162
Available Credit for Cash: $0.00

**At your service**

To call Customer Relations or to report a lost or stolen card:
1-800-903-3637

Send payments to:
J.P. Morgan Chase Processing
Capital One Bank
P.O. Box 680007
Dallas, TX 75266-0007

Send inquiries to:
Capital One Service
P.O. Box 6815
Richmond, VA 23269-6815

---

**Payments, Credits and Adjustments**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Transaction</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>29 JAN</td>
<td>OVERLIMIT FEE</td>
<td>$29.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>28 FEB</td>
<td>CAPITAL ONE MEMBER FEE</td>
<td>59.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>28 FEB</td>
<td>PAST DUE FEE</td>
<td>35.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

Capital One is proud to support The Heart of America Foundation, helping children learn to read, succeed, and make a difference in the world. We are raising $1 million in 2005 for children in need. To learn more about how you can help a child achieve their goals, visit www.heartofamerica.org.

You were assessed a past due fee of $35.00 on 02/28/2005 because your minimum payment was not received by the due date of 02/28/2005. To avoid this fee in the future, we recommend that you allow at least 7 business days for your payment to reach Capital One.

Due to the past due status on one or more of your Capital One credit card(s) ending in 6181, 9456, 0845, your credit card privileges will be suspended in accordance with your Customer Agreement(s). As soon as these accounts are back in good standing, your credit privileges on these accounts will be restored within 7-10 days. For up-to-date payment due information, you can call 1-800-955-7070. If you're already made your payment(s), please disregard this message. Thank you.

---

**Finance Charges**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Purchases</th>
<th>Finance Charge</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$4.99</td>
<td>0.60</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Annual Percentage Rate applied this period**

2.24%

---

**Please return portion below with payment**

---

Please write your account number on your check or money order made payable to Capital One Bank and mail to the enclosed envelope.
Fees >>>

APR >>>

Bank of America MasterCard® Account

New Balance $5,240.74 Past Due Amount $126.00
Total Credit Line $15,000.00 Available Credit $9,759.25
Cash Limit $7,500.00 Available Cash $0.00
Overlimit Amount $0.00 Billing Date 11/8/06
Minimum Payment Due $253.00 Payment Due Date 11/29/05
4-Hour Customer Service of Lost or Stolen Cards 1-800-492-2500 Pay online! Visit www.bankofamerica.com

transactions View recent transactions and pay your bill online at www.bankofamerica.com.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DATE</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
<th>AMOUNT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Oct 30</td>
<td>Late Payment Fee</td>
<td>$29.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nov 04</td>
<td>Periodic Finance Charge</td>
<td>$129.88</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

account Summary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Previous Balance</td>
<td>$5,071.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Purchases</td>
<td>$0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cash Advances</td>
<td>$0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prior Balances</td>
<td>$0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NANCE CHARGE</td>
<td>$159.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjustments</td>
<td>$0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current Balance</td>
<td>$5,240.74</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

interest Charge Summary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Average Daily Balance (ADB) Periodic (P) Charge</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Purchases</td>
<td>$2,784.31 3% Sales 0.08146% D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjustments</td>
<td>$2,857.59 3% Sales 0.08146% D</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Actual APR 3.11%

Our account is 1 payment past due in the amount of $126.00. Please mail your payment today.
4. Penalty Rates and Universal Default

A penalty rate is an increase in the card’s initial annual interest rate (APR) triggered by the occurrence of a specific event, such as the consumer's making a late payment or exceeding the credit limit. Penalty interest rates can be as high as 30% to 40%. The new terms apply to the old balance – leaving consumers stuck to pay often high balances at interest rates far higher than was originally agreed, with devastating consequences. In a 2005 survey by Consumer Action, the average penalty rate was 24.23%.

This practice is especially outrageous when applied retroactively. There is simply no legal or economic justification for assessing a penalty interest rate to an existing balance; the terms of a loan are being changed after the loan has already been secured.

“Universal default” policies are even more abusive. Under universal default, credit card issuers impose penalty rates on consumers not for late payments or any behavior with respect to the consumer’s account with that particular issuer, but for late payments to any of the consumer's other creditors. In some cases, issuers will impose penalties simply if the card holder's credit score drops below a certain number, whether or not the drop was due to a late payment or another factor. A survey of credit card issuers found that just over 44% of banks surveyed had a universal default policy. According to customer service representatives, the following circumstances could trigger a penalty rate hike: credit score drops (90%); late payment to any creditor (86%); going over limit (57%); bouncing a payment check (52%); too much debt (43%); too much available credit (33%); getting a new credit card (33%); inquiring about car loan or mortgage (24%). Among other concerns, using credit reports to trigger penalty rates is connected to the enormous problem of inaccuracies in credit scoring and credit reporting.

5. Deceptive Marketing

Some card issuers engage in questionable marketing practices when soliciting consumers. “Bait and switch” tactics are common. For example, card issuers have marketed "no annual fee" credit cards, then imposed an annual fee six months later using a change-in-terms notice. They heavily advertise low “fixed” rates, but subsequently raise rates through change-in-terms notices and use penalty fees with punitive late payment and over-limit policies to trip consumers up.

Another deceptive practice is that of “downselling” consumers by prominently marketing one package of credit terms, but then approving consumers only for accounts with less favorable terms, and touting the approved account in a fashion designed to mislead the customer about the fact that the received card is more expensive.

6. Payment Allocation Order

Many credit card companies heavily advertise low APRs in their solicitations that are only applicable to one category of transactions. They then allocate payments first to the balances with

---
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lower APRs. According to published cases, the disclosure of payment allocation order has been very
minimal, or nonexistent. A review of several recent solicitations shows some banks disclosing their
payment allocation order, but in smaller print and as a footnote to other disclosures in contrast to the
prominence of the promotion for low APRs.

7. Posting Cut-offs

Card issuers have established cut-off times for posting payments and some of these hours have
been set ridiculously early, leading unfair imposition of late-payment fees. In reported cases, creditors
have used times as early 9 or 10 a.m. as the cutoff time for crediting payments received that day.
Consequently, if a consumer’s payment is received on the payment due date it will likely be considered
late because, in all likelihood, the U.S. Postal Service will not have delivered the mail so early in the
morning. Furthermore, when due dates fall on a weekend or holiday, card issuers will consider the
payment late if not received on the prior business day. Non-business day due dates are inherently
deceptive.

8. Changes to Credit Limits

Another recent abuse is sudden changes in credit limits by card issuers. The Minnesota
Attorney General’s Office has documented how Capital One engaged in this practice. In one case,
two days after lowering the consumer’s limit and before the consumer had received any notice of the
change, Capital One charged this consumer an over-limit fee. To pour salt in the wound, Capital One
then imposed a penalty rate.

9. Debt Collection Abuses

Credit card issuers, like many creditors, have been known to engage in plain old debt collection
abuse – including harassment, deception and abuse -- which have been documented as rampant in
America for many years now. There are however a few practices that are unique to credit card
companies and their collectors.

Most important is the fact that card companies, or the debt buyers to whom they sell the debt,
often initiate collection cases against consumers without any documentation of a credit card agreement
signed by the consumer or even periodic statements to show transaction activity. This deprives the
consumer of the ability to challenge erroneous transactions or demonstrate how much of the debt is
due to purchases versus finance charges and junk fees.

One older consumer we interviewed told us that the collector’s messages said things like: “I
know you’re there because you’ve been seen coming and going to work.” She showed us a hand-
written note addressed to one collection agency in which she wrote that when a collector called her
son’s workplace “the boss there told him not to call again but he called the next day.” She wrote that
another message on her answering machine said: “I know where you live and that you own property so
you need to call me,” while yet another said “I am verifying your coming and going on a daily basis.”

Many of these calls are clear violations the Fair Debt Collection Practices Act. In fact, debt
collectors have been the most complained-about industry on the Federal Trade Commission’s

70 Broder v. MBNA Corp., 722 N.Y.S.2d 524 (N.Y. Sup. Ct. 2001) (promotional material ambiguously disclosed in
small print footnote that card issuer “may” allocate payments to promotional balances first.)
72 Complaint, State of Minnesota v. Capital One Bank, available at
consumer website for many years running. And abuses by out-of-control collectors appear to be getting worse: the FTC’s latest report on collectors says the commission received 58,687 consumer complaints about them in 2004 alone, a big jump from the 34,565 a year earlier. Collectors have been the Federal Trade Commission’s most complained-about industry for six years running.

Another practice peculiar to credit card debt is “zombie debt collection” where credit card lenders buy old credit card debts, and then offer the debtors new credit cards to revive the old debt. Often, the debts are time-barred by the statute of limitations and would constitute stale information on the consumer’s credit report. A boom in the multibillion-dollar debt-buying industry has resulted in thousands of consumers getting dunned by collectors trying to cash in on debts so ancient that they are no longer enforceable in court or are beyond the seven-year period in which they can be reported to credit bureaus. Many were already charged off by original creditors, and then sold for pennies on the dollar to aggressive collectors.73

A large number have long been charged off by original creditors and sold for pennies on the dollar to aggressive third-party collectors who get whatever they can from borrowers.

10. Use of Mandatory Arbitration Clauses

The use of arbitration provisions in credit card agreements has been a tremendous barrier for consumers seeking redress for credit card abuses. For example, consumers who have attempted to enforce their rights under the federal Truth in Lending Act for deceptive disclosures, late posting of payment, payment allocation abuses, and failure to follow fair billing procedures have lost their day in court due to arbitration provisions. In a 2005 Consumer Action survey, about 45% of the credit card lending banks confirmed that they required consumer to settle disputes using arbitration. Of these, just over 70% insisted on binding arbitration.74


With lowered monthly minimum payments, consumers who pay only the minimum will take much longer to pay off the debt and pay substantially more in finance charges. Worse, the combination of the minimum monthly payments and penalty interest rates often results in negatively amortizing debt. Even when the consumer is making the payments as requested and not incurring any new charges, the debt keeps climbing.

As a result of regulator guidance, credit card lenders began to raise their minimum payments during the past year. However, according to a Consumer Action survey, instead of raising minimum payment percentages, many lenders have responded by changing the way in which they calculate minimum payments.75 For example, instead of figuring monthly minimum payments using a simple percentage of the balance after new finance charges have been added, Citibank and Chase are asking that 1% of the balance be paid each month, in addition to new finance charges and fees. Bank of America is requiring cardholders to pay $10 plus new finance charges and fees. MBNA requires card-
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73 See Paul Wenske, The Zombie Debt: Collection Companies Pursue Consumers for Amounts Considered Long-Post Dead, KANSAS CITY STAR
holders to make a payment equal to 2.25% of the balance, or $15, whichever is greater, plus finance charges and fees. Consumer Action’s research also shows that most surveyed banks have not changed practices in response to the regulators’ directive. Most continue to calculate the minimum payment using only a percentage of the balance and include:

- Nineteen (40.4%) require a 2% minimum payment, with 16 of them insisting that cardholders pay at least $10-$20.
- Nine (19.1%) ask for a 2.5% payment, with four requiring cardholders to pay at least $10-$50.
- Ten (21.3%) ask for a 3% payment, with six requiring at least $10-$20.

While positive in the long run, the trend toward higher minimum payments is likely to create short-term hardships for consumers.

The key problem, as we uncovered in our interviews with older consumers, is that many view the minimum payment as THE monthly payment. Cathy McConnell, Executive Director of West Virginia Senior Legal Aid described this phenomenon: “The minimum payment on their cards IS the bill to them,” she says. “That’s what they think they need to pay. They’re not conscious of the balance until they get in trouble and call the [card] company, and the company says: ‘You can’t pay $5 a month on a $10,000 bill.’”

In reality, it would take a consumer nearly 20 years to pay off a $1,000 balance with an 18% APR if the consumer makes only the minimum payment of 2% of the balance. It would take almost 45 years to pay off a balance of $4,500 at this rate. Raising the minimum payment, even just to 4%, can make a tremendous difference. With the $4,500 balance, paying a minimum payment of 4% allows the consumer to repay in about 12 years.

There is evidence that the recent increases in minimum payments are decreasing creditor’s profits. This trend shows how precarious the credit card industry business model is, depending on making money from squeezing consumers as long as possible without breaking them. The increased minimum payments may accelerate the process as consumers figure out sooner that the fees and penalties and high rates make it impossible for them to keep making even minimum payments. For example, MBNA’s profit declines in 2005 have been attributed to increases in minimum payments.76

12. Change-in-terms

Credit cards are unique loans in that the borrower signs an agreement at one point in time. While circumstances may change, the expectation is that the borrower will continue to be able to use that card. Creditors likely need some flexibility to respond to changes in consumer circumstances. The problem is that they are allowed to change terms virtually at will with little lead time for consumers. Even if more lead time was given, consumers have few options to switch to other companies. To make matters worse, creditors often change terms and apply the new terms to previous charges.

The expansive change-in-terms provisions in many credit card agreements are the mechanism that permits card issuers to impose excessive junk fees and engage in abusive practices. Many issuers

place extremely expansive language in their card agreements, allowing them to change any of the terms in the agreement at any time. A typical change-in-terms agreement provides:

We may amend or change any part of your Agreement, including the periodic rates and other charges, or add or remove requirements at any time. If we do so, we will give you notice if required by law of such amendment or change. Changes to the annual percentage rate(s) will apply to your account balance from the effective date of the change, whether or not the account balance included items billed to the account before the change date and whether or not you continue to use the account. Changes to fees and other charges will apply to your account from the effective date of the change.\textsuperscript{77}

Some states even permit changes in the terms of a credit agreement without such a clause in the credit agreement. This means that even when the credit card lender’s advertising and disclosures tout a low, fixed APR, the reality is that the creditor may be able to change the APR in fifteen days with a change-in-terms notice. If a change in terms is not governed by the Truth in Lending Act (TILA), the creditor might be able to change a loan effective immediately, or theoretically even without notice. Consumers are considered to have accepted the change in terms if they use the card or do not send a notice of rejection.

These clauses make a mockery of the idea of consumers shopping for a card because the terms of the “bargain” are illusory. A savvy consumer could select a credit card after reviewing credit card disclosures, comparing terms, reading articles about picking a credit card, but then face a change-in-terms notice that totally changes the APR and other terms of the credit card in a matter of days. Furthermore, the vast majority of consumers probably do not read or understand change-in-terms notices. These notices often take the form of “bill stuffers” in tiny print that are slipped into an envelope with the consumer’s monthly bill. Even when consumers do open and read change-in-terms notices, the notices are full of impenetrable legal jargon that even lawyers and seasoned consumer advocates have difficulty understanding. Regardless, consumers are treated as if they actually agreed to the change if they simply charge one more new item to the card or fail to send a notice of rejection.

13. **Subprime and Secured Credit Cards**

There are a number of credit card products targeted at the “subprime market”, which generally means consumers with lower credit scores or impaired credit histories. The limited number of consumer protection actions taken by the federal banking regulators has primarily focused on subprime cards, targeting practices such as:

- “downselling” consumers by prominently marketing one package of credit card terms, but then approving consumers only for accounts with less favorable terms;
- issuing cards with low credit limits, then adding mandatory fees or “security deposits”, resulting in little or no available credit when the consumer receives the card;
- Deceptive marketing credit “protection” products.\textsuperscript{78}

Another product targeted at consumers with poor credit histories is the secured credit card. These cards require the consumer to maintain a deposit with the lenders, which serves as collateral for the line of credit. Another OCC advisory letter addresses potentially unfair or deceptive practices in the marketing of these cards.79

POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS REGARDING CREDITOR PRACTICES

Because of the deregulation of bank credit, there is virtually no state regulation of credit card lender conduct. The federal Truth in Lending Act provides minimal regulation beyond requiring certain disclosures. While uniform and accurate disclosures are important, as discussed below, they are not substitutes for real regulation. Attempts by states and municipalities to regulate credit card lenders have been rendered ineffective by federal preemption. Even state deceptive practices statutes, which typically include general prohibitions against deceptive practices in the consumer marketplace, are inconsistent in their coverage of credit card lenders and in any event, because of federal preemption, cannot address critically important issues regarding credit card rates and terms.

It is time to reinstate substantive limits on the terms of credit and the cost of the credit, including the interest rate and all fees and charges. Suggested recommendations are provided below.

The overall goal of these policy recommendations is to stem credit card debt, not credit card use. The main problem is that the industry is set up to make the most profit from those consumers who get into trouble with credit cards. These industry practices have tremendous costs to society, including the growing numbers of older consumers trapped in credit card debt. Regulation is essential to force creditors to change their practices.

A consequence might be that convenience users are charged additional fees. This might be an acceptable trade-off as long as these fees are reasonable. Another consequence is that high risk consumers may be granted less credit. This too may be an acceptable trade-off, particularly if those consumers have access to debit cards as discussed below.

Regardless, the suggested policy changes with respect to credit cards are not enough to solve the basic problem. As long as older consumers are unable to meet increased expenses with fixed incomes, they will continue to turn to credit cards and other expensive short-term loans as their safety net. Therefore, it is essential that as a society we not only commit to addressing the most harmful practices of credit card companies, but also help to ensure that medical and other costs are affordable and that Social Security and other retirement income meets basic living standards. In addition, lenders and non-profit organizations should continue to develop and offer lower-cost, affordable loan products.

Specific Recommendations

1. Promote Debit Card Use and Level the Playing Field Between Credit and Debit Cards

Elders need the convenience of a non-cash payment method, but they need one that does not carry with it the borrowing trap that credit cards create. One suggested strategy is to encourage debit card use. Debit cards allow consumers to pay for purchases with existing funds rather than finance purchases. Although an imperfect substitute in some ways, they are extremely useful in keeping many consumers out of burdensome debt. They can be especially useful for consumers who do not have credit cards or those facing restrictive credit limits and trying to stay within those limits.
Promoting debit card use requires first that debit card users not be permitted to overdraw their accounts. In the past few years, many banks have implemented loan programs that permit overdrafts, including by debit card, at fees of $20 to $35 per overdraft. These fees translate to annual percentage rates of 300% or more. Since consumers may use their debit cards several times in a day, they can easily incur hundreds of dollars in overdraft fees a day once they first overdraw. Without protections against these overdraft loan programs, debit cards are just as dangerous for consumers as credit cards. In fact, they can be even more dangerous, especially if problems arise. It can often be easier to try to get a charge removed from a credit card rather than try to get funds improperly or erroneously debited back into an account.

Debit card users must be granted the same protections against unauthorized use and erroneous charges as credit card borrowers. Currently, debit card users have significantly fewer protections. There is no logical policy rationale for this discrepancy. Instead, it is to consumers’ and society’s benefit to help consumers stay within their budgets. Another benefit of imposing these protections for debit cards is that it will give creditors the incentive to create greater security features for debit cards. If creditors know that they rather than consumers will have to bear the cost of unauthorized use or erroneous charges, they will have more of an incentive to design security features that will prevent these events.

It is also important to limit the fees that banks charge for debit card use. About 14% of institutions that offer debit cards charge fees to at least some customers for using debit cards via a PIN system. The fees range from roughly ten cents to $2 per transaction. A few also charge fees to consumers who use debit cards to make purchases without PIN numbers (with a signature instead).\footnote{See Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System, Report to Congress on the Disclosure of Point-of-Sale Debit Fees 5 (November 2004), available at http://www.federalreserve.gov/boarddocs/rptcongress/posdebit2004.pdf.} If debit cards are to be a safe means for elders to make payments without incurring unaffordable debt, high PIN fees should be abolished.

Although debit card use is growing, debit cards have an unusually low share of all card transactions in this country compared to other countries. Although low compared to other countries, by 2003, consumers in the U.S. conducted more transactions with debit cards than with credit cards for the first time in history.\footnote{Id. at 4.} Anecdotal evidence suggests that a desire to avoid the temptation of borrowing is behind a significant part of the increase in debit card use. Society should be rewarding this behavior, not punishing it by offering weaker protections for debit card users or allowing them to overdraw their accounts and incur hefty fees.\footnote{See generally Ronald J. Mann, Global Credit Card Use and Debt: Policy Issues and Regulatory Responses, U of Texas Law and Economics Research Paper No. 49 32 (April 2005), available at http://ssrn.com/abstract=705141.} In addition, debit cards have not caught on to a large extent because of the aggressive marketing and behavior of the existing credit card lenders. Thus, another strategy is to limit the types of benefit and affinity programs that credit card lenders are allowed to offer, or require that they be offered equally for credit and debit cards.

2. Prohibit the Most Dangerous Terms and Practices

Many of the elders we interviewed tried to pay their credit card debts, and in fact made years of payments, but because of punitive credit card terms their balances declined only imperceptibly or even grew. Allowing such terms creates a disincentive to payment and makes it impossible for elders to get
out of debt except through extreme measures such as bankruptcy or selling or refinancing their homes. We recommend the following regulatory changes to address this problem:

- Prohibit retroactive interest rate increases.
- Prohibit penalties for behavior not directly linked to the specific card at issue.
- Prohibit over limit fees if the issuer permitted the credit limit to be exceeded.
- Allow creditors to charge only one over limit fee once a consumer goes over the limit, not a fee for each month the consumer stays over the limit.
- Prohibit late charges as long as the payment is postmarked no later than the due date, regardless of the day or time of day it is received.
- Prohibit payment allocation policies that increase the cost of credit by keeping high-rate balances high.
- Cap periodic interest rates at prime plus a reasonable margin.
- Cap other charges, to an amount the card issuer can show is reasonably related to cost.

All of these changes would reduce the likelihood that elders will be caught in credit card debt that they cannot reduce despite making payments.

Many of the changes recommended above, such as a general cap on periodic interest rates, will not only help elders pay off credit card debt, but will also help prevent them from getting too deep in debt in the first place. In addition, we recommend at a minimum the following regulatory changes to reduce the likelihood that elders will get credit cards that lead to excessive debt:

- Prohibit unilateral changes in terms.
- When a creditor wants the consumer to agree to a change in terms, require it to give more than the currently-required 15 day notice, and make the new terms effective only if the consumer opts in and affirmatively accepts the changes in writing. Consumers must also be given the right to repay all existing balances under the terms in effect when the balances were incurred.
- Prohibit improvident extensions of credit.83
- Prohibit mandatory arbitration clauses.
- Set meaningful penalties for violations of any substantive provisions or disclosure provisions so that creditors have real incentives to comply and disincentives for non-compliance.

83 Julie Williams, who at the time was Acting Comptroller of the Currency, has specifically described concerns with creditors assigning initial credit lines and increasing credit lines without the proper underwriting analysis. See Testimony of Julie L. Williams, Acting Comptroller of the Currency, Before the Committee on Banking, Housing and Urban Affairs of the U.S. Senate, May 17, 2005, available at http://www.occ.treas.gov/ftp/release/2005-49b.pdf#search=Julie%20Williams%20and%20testimony%20May%202005.
3. Better Disclosures Are Not Enough....

Disclosures alone are not sufficient to protect consumers from overreaching creditors. This is because:

- Consumers lack equal access to information – most consumers will not have the knowledge to understand the legal consequences of the terms of credit.

- Consumers lack equal bargaining power – no consumer has the market power to call up a credit card company and negotiate either the basic terms or those in the adhesion contract.

- The credit card market does not provide real choices. With the increasing consolidation of credit card providers, the industry guarantees less meaningful competition. There is generally competition only on the surface, on a few prominently-advertised terms such as the periodic rate and annual fee. Consumers have little or no meaningful choices on the terms that create the bulk of the cost of open-end credit.

- Without some basic substantive regulation, there will continue to be competition between industry players only as to which can garner the most profit from the most consumers – regardless of the fairness, or the effects on consumers.

- Some harmful credit card terms are so subtle, so complex, or so multitudinous that consumers, whether young or old, cannot be expected to understand them and take them into account when selecting a credit card.

4. But They Could Help.

While improved disclosures will not balance the grossly unequal bargaining power between the credit card industry and the individual consumer, improved disclosures could inform consumers of the real costs and risks associated with open-end credit. Improved disclosures might also bring some of the most abusive credit card terms into the daylight, creating market pressure to offer more consumer-friendly terms.

The federal Truth in Lending Act (TILA) requires different disclosures to be made at different times during the life of a credit card account. Disclosures are required when:

- The creditor is advertising a credit card or mailing a credit card offer (applications and solicitations disclosure)

- The account is opened (“account-opening” or initial disclosures)

- Monthly or periodic statements are sent

- The account is renewed (at this point the account-opening disclosures are repeated)

---

• The creditor wants to change the terms of the agreement (change in terms notices).

Under the current version of TILA and Regulation Z, applications and solicitations for credit cards must display certain information in a table known as the Schumer box. The Schumer box, although it needs significant improvement, is helpful to consumers because it makes it possible to compare various credit card offers at the application or solicitation stage. However, credit shopping is just as important after the application/solicitation stage. Yet TILA and Regulation Z require this relatively uniform, readable format only at the application stage.

TILA and Regulation Z currently require a different set of disclosures to be given when the account is opened. These need not be in a table or in any standardized format, and there is not even a type size requirement. These deficiencies make the disclosures extremely difficult to digest or even to see. The same is true at renewal and in change of terms notices. With no type size requirements, some change of terms notices are as small as 5-point type - a type face that is difficult even for younger people to read and impossible for many elders.

We propose expanding the Schumer box requirement so that it applies not just to applications and solicitations but also to the account-opening disclosures (provided when the issuer actually sends the consumer the card), periodic statements, and change of term notices. We also recommend changes to enhance the uniformity, readability, and usefulness of the disclosures. Disclosures at the point of purchase should also be considered.

Including a Schumer box disclosure as part of the account-opening disclosures is important because the creditor may have provided the consumer credit card terms different from those the consumer expected. Including a Schumer box in the account-opening disclosures, with the same items of information in the same order and format as the application or solicitation, would reveal these discrepancies. It would enable the consumer to compare the card that was provided with the card that was offered, and also with other available cards that the consumer might acquire and use. Making information about the actual terms of their own credit cards readily available to consumers would increase knowledgeable credit shopping and enhance competition.

The content of the Schumer box should also be improved in order to convey to consumers the true cost of a credit card. At present, TILA and Regulation Z require the creditor to take only the periodic rate, not other fees and charges, into account when calculating the annual percentage rate (APR) that is disclosed in the Schumer box. As a result, creditors are able to understate the cost of credit. For example, we recently saw a disclosure for a $500 open-end line of credit in which the consumer was charged a periodic rate of 6% per year plus a monthly fee of almost $150. As currently written, TILA allowed the creditor to disclose an APR of 6%, when the true cost of credit is over 300% APR. We recommend that the Schumer box provided with solicitations and applications and at the time the account is opened include a “typical” APR, similar to the EPA’s “energy label” on appliances. This APR would disclose the average monthly APR that consumers have paid on this type of credit card account and would include all the costs of the credit, not just the periodic rate. Periodic billing statements would show the actual effective APR, which would take into account the consumer’s actual use of the card, including cash advance fees, overlimit fees, and similar fees.

Some changes are also necessary to simplify the content of the Schumer box and make the terms and format more uniform. In addition, creditors must not be allowed to obscure the terms they are actually offering. Finally, even though there is currently a type size requirement for the Schumer box, many elders will need an alternative means of accessing the information. We recommend that

---

5. Improve Help for Elders Who Are In Over Their Heads.

Even with the recommendations listed above, some elders will not be able to avoid unmanageable credit card debt burdens. For example, even with fair credit card terms, illness, medical expenses, or loss of employment will lead some elders unable to make the required payments on their credit card debt. A second report, to be released in August 2006, will examine what help is available, and what help should be available, to elders who are overwhelmed by credit card debt.

The second report, “The Life and Debt Cycle Part Two: Finding Help for Older Consumers With Credit Card Problems”, includes results of a national survey of the types of services available for older consumers with credit card problems. This second report also explores financial literacy programs and other ways to help older consumers better understand their finances and hopefully avoid problems.

CONCLUSION

Achieving a minimal level of economic comfort over the life cycle is important on many levels. It is essential on a purely human level so that elders can grow old with some peace of mind and some ability to pay for necessary services. It is also essential to our society and economy to try to help elders help themselves by building assets and income security prior to retirement. These efforts must be complemented by a strong, expansive safety net, including Social Security and health insurance coverage.

Increased debt has contributed to a collective blinding to the growing lack of security after retirement. At least for a while, easy credit allows many elders to buy services and products that they need--including food and prescription drugs. They can use credit cards to buy these items even when their monthly income is insufficient to cover the charges.

But there is a cost. Creditors have been given more freedom than ever to charge what they want and change terms as they want. As a result, the charges mount and the fees for late payments and high balances accumulate. At the same time, unexpected events such as illness, death in the family or other emergencies put many people over the edge. At this point, the underlying problem of income insecurity and unaffordable expenses can no longer be hidden by plastic. When this happens, elder consumers have few places to turn and little margin for error in terms of healthy working years to rebuild assets.

The solutions are complex in many cases. They require a combination of substantive change that will ban the most dangerous products, behavioral changes that will help increase savings, foster asset development, lessen reliance on credit, and lead to the development of alternative credit products that are more affordable. Targeted programs to assist consumers, as discussed in the second report in this series, are also critical. The recommendations in these reports are wide-ranging and ambitious, but the problems require this sort of multi-faceted effort. There is too much at stake not to try.
Appendix A: Proposed Schumer Box

ACCOUNT TERMS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PERIODIC RATE for purchases</th>
<th>0.0% for the first six billing cycles. After that, <strong>12%</strong>.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(The periodic rates disclosed here and in the next box do not include fees and charges other than interest.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other periodic rates</td>
<td>Cash advance: <strong>12%</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Balance transfer: same as for purchases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Default periodic rate (see conditions below*): <strong>21%</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Typical ANNUAL PERCENTAGE RATE (APR)** including fees [on periodic statements this would read “Your APR including fees”]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th><strong>18.4%</strong> (This APR includes fees and charges.)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Variable rate information**

Your APRs may vary. The rate for purchases (after the first six billing cycles), cash advances, and balance transfers is determined quarterly by adding 15% to the Prime rate. The rate for the Default APR is determined quarterly by adding 16.4% to the Prime rate.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Annual fee</th>
<th>None</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Minimum finance charge</td>
<td>For each billing period that your account is subject to a finance charge, a minimum total FINANCE CHARGE OF $1.00 WILL BE IMPOSED.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Late charge</td>
<td>$29 if your payment is more than ten days late</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Over-the-credit-limit fee</td>
<td>$29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cash advance fee</td>
<td>3% of the amount of the advance, but not less than $10.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balance transfer fee</td>
<td>3% of balance transferred (minimum $10, maximum $75)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

86 Our inclusion of an improved manner of disclosing a particular fee should not be construed as supporting the imposition of or the amount of the fee.

87 The APR and finance charge disclosures must be disclosed more conspicuously than all of the other information. 15 U.S.C. § 1632(a).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Miscellaneous fees</th>
<th>Set-up charge: $10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Credit limit increase charge: $10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Expedited payment fee: $10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Credit limit</td>
<td>$10,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Security interest required</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grace period</td>
<td>20 days, but none for balance transfers or convenience checks</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Your APR will increase to the default APR if your payment is late twice in any six-month period.

°The “Prime Rate” is [explain].